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International Human Rights Commission – IHRC

is a diplomatic transnational intergovernmental foundation, led by the Secretary General prof. h.c. Rafal Marcin Wasik. IHRC is an self-financed, neutral, impartial and independent organization based in Switzerland. He is an experienced, highly specialized peace negotiator and humanitarian aid provider, managing the work of the IHRC Group, which includes our organizations from the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ukraine, Georgia, Lebanon, Republic of Chad, Nigeria and the USA.
On 3 continents, we closely cooperate with state and local authorities, creating conditions and securing international platforms for official and unofficial activities and arrangements. We act for good habits of local and international coexistence resulting from the broadly understood HUMAN RIGHTS
Our philosophy and understanding of the world rejects a universal definition of human rights. Human rights have always resulted from local religion, culture and environmental conditions and therefore vary from place to place in the world. However, we always have one thing in mind - the good of people.
So far IHRC has signed intergovernmental agreements with the Governments of Ukraine, Republic of Guinea-Bissau, the Republic of Niger, Republic of Chad and Autonomous Republic of Abkhazia. We have registered official representative offices in Switzerland, Georgia, Ukraine, Lebanon, Nigeria, Niger and Bissau-Guinea.
GOVERNMENTS AGREEMENTS

We signed cooperation agreements with such governmental and intergovernmental organizations as the National Agency for Prohibition of Trafficking in Persons (NAPTIP) from Nigeria, United Nation Association for Pakistan (UNAP), African Union and many international and local organizations operating all over the world.

The Czech IHRC is a member of the "Migration and Home Affairs" department of the European Commission, the executive and civil service of the European Union.
On "United Organizations" IHRC group organizations from all over the world creating a transnational platform for cooperation and development. Among other the accession to the UO signed the Ministry, and hundreds of governmental and non-governmental organizations from around the world.
As part of the "IHRC International Local Partnership" program, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed with the local authorities of territories and cities in Europe, Africa, and Asia. This program aims to create a platform for local authorities worldwide to improve the quality and effectiveness of their service to their local communities through ongoing, close, and direct cooperation.
Hundreds of thousands of people in need received direct physical and substantive assistance provided to their local communities by over 6,500 SMM IHRC volunteers in 114 countries on 6 continents.

SMM IHRC volunteers played an honored and responsible role seasoned and independent observers of elections at all levels in Europe, Africa and Asia.
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